MILITARY HEROES

WE SALUTE OUR HEROES

COMPiled BY HOWIE BAUM
AUDIE MURPHY
ANNA MONKIEWICZ
JOHN LINCOLN CLEM
OLGA CUSTODIO
SARGEANT HENRY JOHNSON
PHYLLIS LATOUR DOYLE
GENERAL GEORGE PATTON
GENERAL DOUGLAS MACARTHUR
ROSE O’NEAL GREENHOW
FRANK LUKE, JR.
CAPTAIN EDDIE RICKENBACKER
CATHAY WILLIAMS IS THE ONLY DOCUMENTED AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMAN WHO SERVED AS A SOLDIER IN THE U.S. ARMY, DURING THE CIVIL WAR.
Lawrence Brooks holds a photo of himself taken in 1943 as he celebrates his 110th birthday in 2019, at the National World War II Museum in New Orleans.

He served in the Army’s mostly Black 91st Engineer Battalion. (Gerald Herbert/AP)
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE
Carmen Contreras Bozak was the first Hispanic female to join the Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC).

Carmen Contreras Bozak
Technician Fourth Grade, U.S. Army
VA | #VETERANOFTHEDAY

BEATRICE ARTHUR
Benjamin O. Davis, Sr.
Features:

Intruder Antenna
- fully integrated in K9 Storm Vest
- rugged
- folding

Intruder Camera
- Lexan Strike Shield lens protection
- built-in night vision
- designed for tunnel, cave, fortified building searches & SWAT Operations

Intruder Arm
- 180 degrees of movement
- solid stainless steel pivot point
- streamlined design, folds down flat when not in use
- gross motor skills activation, can be opened with one hand

Intruder Battery Pak & Magazine
- 4 channel user selectable from transmitter & receiver
- magazine can be changed in seconds in zero light conditions

Intruder On-Off Switch
- encapsulated
- gross motor skills activated
- fully integrated

Intruder Outer Carrier
- ideal drainage for amphibious assault ops.

CAIRO – THE SEAL DOG
KAISER
Sentry Dog "NEMO" A534

On 4 December 1966, Sentry Dog "NEMO" fought off enemy during an attack on Task Force 150, Republic of Viet Nam. Enemy wounded, he saved life of guard and sent enemy to unsuccessful attack on facility.
Cats have a way of breaking up the monotony of any long day. Their services though not always considered heroic were certainly great contributions to those around them who benefitted from their companionship, mouser skills, and entertainment. Providing stress relief and a bit of fun in tense situations in the main job of any mascot, like this aircraft carrier cat.

CATS IN THE MILITARY!

Despite their small, fluffy nature and their propensity to do as they please, even cats had a place in the military.

Often pets and mascots were adopted along the way by soldiers and sailors who found an abandoned cat or kitten. Cats have a way of breaking up the monotony of any long day. Their services though not always considered heroic were certainly great contributions to those around them who benefitted from their companionship, mouser skills, and entertainment.
THE END